Your truck can do more
for your business.
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Bedfin systems are unlike any other.

MOBILE BILLBOARDS

interchangeable
message panel

hauling
& visibility

simple
& universal install

Bedfin message panels are quickly and easily
swapped out for new ones without the use of
any tools. That helps you keep your marketing
flexible and fresh

Bedfin mounts to the bed’s side rails, leaving
the bed completely free to haul loads. Vision
from your rear view mirror is unobstructed.
This allows you to carry on with business
safely.

On most full size pickup trucks, install and
uninstall only take about 10 minutes per side.
Since Bedfin is mounted using heavy duty
clamps, there is no drilling and no power tools
required. This preserves the value of your
vehicle for when it comes time to sell it.

never
rusts
Bedfin is built to last. It is made from light
weight aluminum, and with stainless fasteners.
Bedfin will never rust or stain your vehicle.

looks
awesome
Bedfin is cambered to complement the cab of
your truck. Its black wrinkle coat resists scuffs
and provides a clean solid look for years.

www.BEDFIN.com - (253)882-4112 - keith@bedfin.com

interchangeable
message panel
Bedfin uses economically printed corrugated
plastic panels, available at nearly any print
shop.
Each panel may be printed on front and back.
Swapping the message out for a new one is as
quick as 30 seconds, and requires no tools.
Just turn a couple knobs on the inside, move
the cover, and pull the panel out. Flip it or
replace the panel with a another, and your back
in business.

www.BEDFIN.com - (253)882-4112 - keith@bedfin.com

simple
& universal install
Bedfin installs and uninstalls on most full size
pickup trucks without the use of drilling or
power tools. Since the unit is secured with only
high strength clamps, fitting and removal takes
just minutes. Bedfin comes with the only tool
necessary - a wrench. That means the unit can be
removed and installed anywhere and any time.

www.BEDFIN.com - (253)882-4112 - keith@bedfin.com

hauling
& visibility
Bedfin rides on the bed’s side rails, so both
vision and cargo capacity are unobstructed. You
can see clearly from your rear view mirror.
Bedfin can even shield unattractive loads from
other drivers on the road.
Want to haul even more cargo?
As an available accessory, Bedfin offers special
tie downs which utilize the same high strength
clamps used to attach Bedfin to your truck.

www.BEDFIN.com - (253)882-4112 - keith@bedfin.com
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my
passions

my
purpose

I have two real passions. I love to help people,
and I love to solve challenges. Thankfully,
I’ve been gifted a world with an abundance of
both people and challenges.

Over the last five years or so, I’ve discovered my purpose is to help people grow their
business. My work and home life spill into
one another, so I am not sure if this purpose is
personal or professional. As long as I am in
business with people I’m happy to consider my
friends, I suppose I won’t need to make any
distinctions.

Thank you for your interest in Bedfin mobile
signage. I look forward to serving you soon.
I encourage you to reach out for questions, to offer
feedback, or if there is any way I can support you
and your business. You can call me at any time.

my
business

				

As a salesman for a growing metal fabrication company, I spent a lot of time driving. Since my time
on the road was an opportunity to reach more people, I started looking for a sign solution for my
pickup. I couldn’t find anything which was both effective and wouldn’t take over my truck, so I began
designing my own system. During development it became clear to me, this is a good thing, and it can
help a lot of people.

- Keith White

contact
info
Website

www.bedfin.com

Phone		

(253)882-4112

Email		

keith@bedfin.com

Address
		
		

Bedfin LLC
4262 S 137th Pl
Tukwila, WA 98168

Bedfin is a company born out of my own personal need for a better solution. I am pleased to present
this solution to you.

my
commitment
I am committed to providing the best
experience possible from the day you
receive your Bedfin product and the
many years thereafter. Bedfin uses only
top quality materials even though lesser
grade components are available. Some
elements of the design could be eliminated, but only at the expense of your
experience, and that I won’t do. I am
proud to offer Bedfin and honored to be
of service

